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Isaac Newton, Laws of Motion 

Law 1 

Everybody continues in its state of rest, or of 

uniform motion in a right line, unless it is 

compelled to change that state by forces 

impressed upon it. 

Law 2 

The change of motion is proportional to the 

motive force impressed; and is made in the 

direction of the right line in which that force is 

impressed. 

Law 3 

To every action there is always opposed an 

equal reaction: or, the mutual actions of two 

bodies upon each other are always equal, and 

directed to contrary parts. 



Stages of European Contact with the World 

1. Discovery, exploration, initial conquest and 
settlement of the New World (to 1700) 

2. Colonial trade rivalry among Spain, France 
and Britain (ca. 1700 – 1820) 

3. European imperialism in Africa and Asia (19th 
century) 

4. Decolonization of peoples previously under 
European rule (20th century) 



Mercantilism 

From the 16th to late-18th centuries, European monarchs adopted 
a new economic policy, known as mercantilism, aimed at 
strengthening their national economies. 

According the mercantilism, a nation’s real wealth is measured in 
its gold and silver treasure. To build its supply of gold and silver, a 
nation must export more         
goods than it imports.  

Overseas empires and                 
colonies existed for the       
benefit of the parent        
nation. Rulers needed to         
adopt policies to increase                 
national wealth and           
government revenues.  

An imaginary seaport with a transposed Villa 
Medici, painted by Claude Lorrain around 
1637, at the height of mercantilism 



Mercantilism 

To achieve these goals, European governments: 

 passed strict laws regulating trade with their colonies.  

 exploited natural resources, built roads, and backed new industries. 

 sold monopolies to large producers in certain areas.  

 imposed tariffs, or taxes on imported goods. 

 

Merchants 
in Venice 



A Commercial Revolution 

The opening of direct links with Asia, Africa, and the 
Americas had far-reaching economic consequences for 
Europeans. 
 
Prices began to rise in Europe, as part of the cycle of 
inflation. 
 

European inflation had several causes: 
 

 As the population grew, the demand for goods and services 
rose. 

 Because goods were scarce, sellers could raise their prices.  

 The increased flow of gold and silver from the Americas led 
to more money in circulation. 

  



A Commercial Revolution 

Expanded trade and the push for overseas empires spurred the 
growth of European capitalism, the investment of money to 
make a profit.  
 

Entrepreneurs and capitalists made up a new business class.  
Together they helped change the local European economy into 
an international trading                 
system.  

Dutch ships in Table Bay 
docking at the Cape Colony at 
the Cape of Good Hope, 1762 



The Triangle Trade 



Struggle for North America 

 Competition for foreign 
markets was intense 
among Britain, France, and 
Spain. 

 In North America, colonists 
quarreled endlessly over 
the territory, fishing rights, 
fur trade, and relationships 
with the Indians. 

 In India, each power hoped 
to expel the other. 

 Above all, they clashed 
over the West Indies, the 
lucrative producers of 
coffee, tobacco, and 
especially sugar, and ready 
purchases of African slaves. Land Claims in the Americas About 1750 



Slow Growth in New France 
 Wealthy landlords owned large tracts of land along the Saint 

Lawrence River, but the cold climate attracted few peasants 
from France. 

 The few farmers who did come, often 
abandoned farming in favor of fur trapping and 
trading. 

 Those living along the coast turned to fishing. 

 King Louis XIV set out to strengthen his power in 
the colonies and increase his revenues through 
taxes. He appointed officials to oversee justice 
and economic activities.  

 He sent more settlers and soldiers to Americas, 
but prohibited Protestants from settling there. 

 

 

Louis XIV in 1673 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Louis_le_Grand;_Harnas.jpg


How Did Economic Changes Affect Europeans? 

The impact of economic change depended on a person’s social 
class. 

 Merchants who invested in overseas ventures acquired wealth. 

 Nobles, whose wealth was in land, were hurt by the price revolution.  

 Hired workers in towns and cities faced poverty and discontent when 
their wages did not keep up                
with inflation. 

 Peasants, the majority of                      
Europeans, were not          
affected until centuries later. 

 

Within Europe’s growing             
cities, there were great               
differences in wealth and           
power.  
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Spanish & Portuguese Colonies in the Americas 

In the 1500s, the Spanish set up a vast empire in the Americas from 
South America north to California while the Portuguese colonized Brazil. 

The chronology of conquest breaks roughly into three periods: 

 1492 – 1570 Era of conquest 

 1570 – 1700 Colonial institutions & societies developed into a definite 
form 

 1700 – 1800 Period of reform and reorganization in Spanish America 
and Portuguese Brazil with strengthened the colonial relationship, 
laying the foundation for revolt 
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The Alamo 
Mission, Texas 



Ruling the Spanish Empire 

Government 

 Spain was determined to 
maintain strict control over its 
empire.  

 The empire was divided into 
five provinces, each of which 
was ruled by a viceroy.  

 The Council of the Indies 
helped pass laws for the 
colonies. 

 Audiencias, advisory councils 
of Spanish settlers, helped the 
viceroy to rule. 

The Catholic Church 

 The Church worked with the 
government to convert Native 
Americans to Christianity.  

 Franciscan, Jesuit, and other 
missionaries baptized thousands 
of Native Americans. 

 Church leaders often served as 
royal officials.  

 Spanish missionaries introduced 
European culture including: 
European clothing,  Spanish 
language, & new crafts, like 
locksmithing & carpentry. 



The Economy 
 Spain closely controlled trade. 

 Colonists could export raw materials to Spain only and import only 
Spanish goods. 

 Silver and gold were the most valuable exports, but silver more that 
gold formed the basis of Spain’s wealth in America. 

 Sugar cane quickly became a profitable resource and was refined 
into sugar, molasses, and rum. 

 Plantations were necessary for growing sugar cane. 

 Encomiendas, or the right to demand labor and tribute from Native 
Americans, were granted to conquistadors. 

 Spanish ranches and farms, called haciendas, emerged and 
provided the basis of wealth and power for the local aristocracy. 

 



The Economy (cont.) 

 Bartolomé de las Casas and other 
priests condemned the 
encomienda system. 

 In 1542, Spain passed New Laws 
of the Indies forbidding the 
enslavement of Native 
Americans. 

 Many natives became peons, 
workers forced to labor for a 
landlord to pay off a debt that 
could never be paid off. 



The Economy (cont.) 

 To fill the labor shortage, colonists began to import Africans by the 1530s. 

 As demand for sugar cane increased, millions of African slaves were 
imported. 

 In time, Africans and their American-born descendents greatly  
            outnumbered European 
            settlers in the West  
            Indies and parts of South 
            America. 

 Many rebelled, ran away, 
or earned enough 
money to buy their 
freedom. 

A Sugar Plantation Lithograph 
Special Collections, Georgia State 
University  



Colonial Society and Culture 

 In Spanish America, the mix of diverse people gave rise to a new 
social structure.  

 At the top were peninsulares, people born in Spain, filling 
highest positions in colonial governments and Catholic Church. 

 Creoles, were American-born descendants of Spanish settlers, 
and owned most of plantations, ranches, and mines. 

 Mestizos were people of Native American and European 
descent. 

 Mulattoes were people of African and European descent. 

 Native Americans and people of African descent formed the 
lowest class. 



Colonial Culture 
 Catholic missionaries built mission churches and baptized thousands of Native 

Americans and set up schools profoundly influencing the cultural and intellectual 
life of the colonies. 

 The blending of Native American, African, and European peoples and traditions 
resulted in a new American culture. 

 Colonial cities were centers of government, commerce, and European culture.  

 To meet the Church’s need for educated priests, the colonies built universities. 

 Although Spanish culture was dominant in the cities, the blending of diverse 
traditions changed people’s lives throughout the Americas.  



Colonial Culture (cont.) 

 Nun Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz was 
an author, poet, musician, and 
social thinker. 

 She was welcomed into the court 
of the viceroy in Mexico City. 

 The tribunals of the Spanish 
Inquisition asserted its jurisdiction 
over Jews and Protestants, 
although usually the native 
Americans were exempted. 

Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz  
by Miguel Cabrera 



A Blended Culture 

Indigenous Aztec dancers in 
Mexico City. 

Bullfighter in Mexico City 

An image of Our Lady of 
Guadalupe, patron saint of Mexico 

A photograph of a 1954 stone carved mural at the ITESM in 
Monterrey, Mexico, portraying a battle between the gods 
Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca. 
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The Atlantic Slave Trade 

Slaves were transported to the West Indies along the 
Middle Passage, and exchanged for goods such as sugar, 
molasses, and other goods. 
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Destinations of Enslaved Africans, 
1500–1870 



Impact of the Atlantic Slave Trade 

By the 1800s, an estimated 11 million enslaved Africans had 
reached the Americas. Another 2 million probably died during 
the Middle Passage. 

 

The slave trade caused the decline of some African states.  In 
West Africa, the loss of countless numbers of young women and 
men resulted in  some small states disappearing forever. 

 

At the same time, new African states arose whose way of life 
depended on the slave trade.  The rulers of these new states 
waged war against other Africans in order to gain control of the 
slave trade in their region.  



Portuguese Economy in Brazil 

View of a sugar-producing farm (engenho) 
in colonial Pernambuco by Dutch painter 
Frans Post (17th century). 

Sugar Plantation in 1823 

 Natives and Africans cleared land and worked the plantations.  

 During the 18th century            
150,000 slaves were          
imported to work the                 
sugar plantations. 

 A new blended culture 
developed. 



Brazil’s Age of Gold 

 From 1630 to 1654, the Dutch seized the a portion of 
northwestern Brazil and controlled its sugar cane production.  

 They were expelled in 1654, but by the 1680s the Dutch, 
French, and English had established their own plantation 
colonies in the Caribbean and were producing sugar with 
slave laborers. 
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Brazil’s Age of Gold 

 Although Brazil’s domination 
of sugar production was lost, 
hardy backwoodsmen called, 
Paulistas, were exploring the 
interior and laying claim to it 
for Portugal. 

 In 1695, gold strikes were 
made in the mountainous 
interior in a region that came 
to be called Minas Gerais 
(General Mines) leading to a 
economic revival in the 
Brazilian colony. 

Location of State of Minas Gerais in Brazil 



18th Century Reforms 

 In the 18th century Spain’s power began to decline as the 
mercantile systems of England, France, and Holland began to 
increase. 

 Spain lost exclusive control of the Indies as the French, English, 
and Dutch ship captains raided Spanish colonies and ships. 

 In 1654, the English 
took Jamaica and in 
1697, the French took 
control of western 
Hispaniola (Haiti). 
Other islands fell to 
the English, French, 
and Dutch. 

Drawing of Tortuga island (Haiti) 
from the 17th century 



18th Century Reforms 

 In Spanish colonies graft and corruption 
were rampant as Spain’s central 
government became weaker and local 
aristocrats gained power. 

 Then in 1701, when the Spanish king 
Charles II died without an heir, Philip of 
Anjou, a Bourbon and thus relative to the 
king of France, was named successor to 
the Spanish throne. 

 The War of the Spanish Succession (1702-
1713) ensued resulting in the Treaty of 
Utrecht (1713) which recognized the 
Bourbon family as rulers in Spain. 

 Spain’s commercial monopoly in Spanish 
America was broken. 

Philip of Anjou or Philip V 



The Bourbon Reforms in Latin America 
 The government and military was reformed in 

Spanish America. 

 French bureaucratic models were introduced 
and taxation systems were tightened. 

 Monopoly companies were granted exclusive 
rights to develop certain colonial areas in return 
for developing the economies in those regions 
leading to greater supplies and cheaper 
products. 

 As the economies in Europe expanded, English 
and Spanish goods became more accessible and 
cheaper, undercutting locally made goods. 

 This resulted in declining economies in Latin 
America leading to conflicts between those 
who wanted free-trade and those who wanted 
to limit imports. 

Charles III of Spain of the 
House of Bourbon 



Reforms in Brazil 
 Marquis of Pombal, Prime Minister in 

Portugal, paralleled the reforms of the 
Bourbons in Brazil. 

 This led to an increase in production 
and the development of cotton 
plantations and cacao production in 
Brazil. 

 He abolished slavery in Portugal to 
encourage more slaves to be sent to 
Brazil. 

 He reduced the imbalance of trade 
with England, but the demand for 
Brazilian products remained low on 
the world market. 

 While not immediately successful, his 
reforms laid the framework for an 
economic boom starting in the 1880s 
that set the stage for Brazilian 
independence. 

King Joseph I of Portugal was devoted to the 
Church and the opera. He succeeded to the 
Portuguese throne in 1750 and almost 
immediately placed effective power in the 
hands of Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo, 
better known today as the Marquis of Pombal. 



The 13 English Colonies 

 Some colonies, like Virginia and 
New York, were commercial 
ventures. 

 Others like, Massachusetts, 
Pennsylvania, and Maryland, were 
havens for persecuted religious 
groups. 

 In New England, many colonists 
were farmers, shipbuilders, and 
traders. 

 Middle colonies farmed wheat, 
corn, vegetables. 

 Southern colonies emerged as 
plantation economies, producing 
tobacco, rice, indigo. 

In 1775, the British claimed authority over the red and 
pink areas on this map and Spain ruled the orange. The 
red area is the area of the thirteen colonies open to 
settlement after the Proclamation of 1763. 
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Government in the British Colonies 
 Each colony had its own representative assembly elected by 

propertied men.  

 The tradition of consulting representative assemblies grew 
out of the English experience.  

 English monarchs appointed royal governors to oversee 
colonies. 

 Parliament passed laws to regulate colonial trade. 

 But compared to Spanish and French colonies, English had a 
large degree of self-government,    
with its own representative      
assembly. 

 Later, the colonists would defend              
their rights as “Free-born English          
citizens defending their      
traditional rights. 

Independence Hall in Philadelphia 



Popular Rights Ideas in England 

 In the 1760s, John Wilkes MP published an 
attack on King George III taking issue with a 
speech in which he had praised the Treaty 
of Paris, which had concluded the Seven 
Years' War. 

 Wilkes was charged with seditious libel and 
imprisoned on a general warrant: a 
document detailing the crime but not the 
name of the suspected criminal.  

 Wilkes challenged the general warrant and 
eventually won his case which launched 
the cries of "Wilkes and Liberty!" 

Portrait of John Wilkes after 
Richard Houston, 1769 



Popular Rights Ideas in England 

 Wilkes eventually fled to France but returned in 1768, becoming 
Member of Parliament for Middlesex in the election that year.  

 After a spell in prison and a series of expulsions and re-elections, 
Wilkes returned to campaigning for the freedom for:  

– parliamentary debates to be reported  

– parliamentary reform. 

 Wilkes' popularity can be accounted for in several ways: 

 people were being arrested on general warrants; it was a short 
step to further arrests within the wider population.  

 Standards of living were falling; increase in the number of 
stoppages or strikes and in attacks on machinery, which was 
thought to interfere with levels of wages and prices. 



The American Rebellion 
 The French and Indian War 

put England deeply in debt, 
causing Parliament to enact 
new taxes on the North 
American colonies to pay for 
their share of the cost. 

 American’s protested taxes 
such as, the Sugar and Stamp 
Acts, based on the idea of 
“no taxation without 
representation.” 

 The Boston Massacre 
occurred when British 
soldiers fired at Colonial 
protesters, killing five. 

 



The Boston Tea Party 
 The Sons of Liberty protested the tax on tea by sneaking onto 

British ships and throwing the crates of tea into Boston Harbor, 
which became known as the Boston Tea Party. 

This iconic 1846 lithograph by Nathaniel Currier was entitled "The Destruction of Tea at 
Boston Harbor"; the phrase "Boston Tea Party" had not yet become standard. Contrary to 

Currier's depiction, few of the men dumping the tea were actually disguised as Indians 



The American Revolution 
 In both theoretical and practical aspects, the American Revolution 

had its roots in Europe. 

 The Declaration of Independence derived largely from John 
Locke’s idea of political contract. 

 But, if American revolutionaries had been influenced by Europe, 
they, in turn, provided         
a model to Europeans. 

 

The Presentation of the 
Declaration of 

Independence, July 4, 1776 



The American Revolution 

 Britons as well as Americans believed they were improperly 
represented in parliament. 

 Parliament was pressurized enough to bring in a number of 
(unsuccessful) bills for reform.  

 Major Cartwright's Take Your Choice (1776) argued for manhood 
suffrage, the secret ballot, annual elections and equal electoral 
districts.  

 In the late 1770s and early 1780s, the extralegal Association 
Movement began to call for reforming the corrupt system of the 
parliamentary elections. 

 British authorities' attitudes to reform were to harden with the 
advent of the French Revolution in 1789. 

 


